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Be Careful What You Wish For*
Jeffrey Archer

Joy Dettman

Be Careful What You Wish For opens with Harry Clifton
and his wife Emma rushing to hospital to learn the fate of
their son Sebastian, who has been involved in a fatal car
accident. But who died, Sebastian or his best friend Bruno?
When Ross Buchanan is forced to resign as chairman of the
Barrington Shipping Company, Emma Clifton wants to
replace him. But Don Pedro Martinez intends to install his
puppet, the egregious Major Alex Fisher, in order to destroy
the Barrington family firm just as the company plans to build
its new luxury liner, the MV Buckingham. Back in London,
Harry and Emma's adopted daughter wins a scholarship to
the Slade Academy of Art where she falls in love with a
fellow student, Clive Bingham, who asks her to marry him.

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780230748255

$39.99

Joy Dettman $9.99 Backlist Dumpbin*
Joy Dettman

Pan Australia • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$179.82

Irene*

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781742613864

$29.99

Fatal Impact*
When a girl's dead body is found in a toybox, forensic
physician and pathologist Anya Crichton joins the police
hunt in her home state of Tasmania for the girl's missing
mother and sister. Staying with her increasingly erratic
mother, Dr Jocelyn Reynolds, Anya fears the long
shadow of her sister Miriam's disappearance has finally
driven her mother past the brink of sanity. When tests
conclude a virulent strain of food poisoning was
responsible for the child's death, the deadly outbreak
begins to spread. Anya pairs up with Internal Affairs
detective Oliver Parke to unravel the sinister connections
between the fatal epidemic, the shady deals of a
multinational corporation and the alleged murder of a
local scientist. Anya must uncover the truth before she is
silenced - permanently.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781742612324

$29.99

Burial Rites*

Pierre Lemaitre

Hannah Kent

For Commandant Verhoeven life is beautiful: he is happily
married, expecting his first child with the lovely Irène. But
his blissful existence is punctured by a murder of
unprecedented savagery. Worse still, the press seem to
have it in for him - his every move is headline news. When
he discovers that the killer has killed before - that each
murder is a homage to a classic crime novel - the fourth
estate are quick to coin a nickname. . . The Novelist . . .
With both men in the public eye, the case develops into a
personal duel, each hell-bent on outsmarting the other.
There can only be one winner - whoever has the least to
lose . . .

Maclehose Press • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9780857052896

Georgie is her nothing if not her mother's daughter, but
after a house fire both takes the life of her sister and
burns her home to the ground, she flees town with
nothing but a cardboard box. After almost losing her
adopted daughter, Cara's view of the world has radically
shifted. She's decided that life is to be lived and love is to
be cherished, even when that means crossing
boundaries she'd never dreamed of. With her nest empty,
Jenny is more lonely than ever. Rattling around her old
house with too much time to think, she's left to wonder:
should her secrets stay buried or can the truth set her
free? As the millennium draws ever closer and Woody
Creek struggles to survive, one thing becomes clear - in
order to face their futures, Jenny and her daughters must
first make peace with their pasts. If it's not too late...

Kathryn Fox

This Joy Dettman $9.99 Backlist Dumpbin contains the
following titles: 3 x 9780330404020 Thorn on the Rose, 3 x
9780330425667 Pearl in a Cage, 3 x 9781742610818 Moth
to the Flame, 3 x 9781742611952 Wind in the Wires and 6 x
9781742613871 Ripples on the Pond.

9789991310053

The Tying of Threads*

$29.99

In northern Iceland, 1829, Agnes Magnúsdóttir is
condemned to death for her part in the brutal murder of
two men. Agnes is sent to wait on the farm of District
Officer Jón Jónsson and his family, who are horrified and
avoid Agnes. Only Tóti, the young assistant reverend
appointed as Agnes's spiritual guardian, is compelled to
try to understand her. As the summer months fall away to
winter, Agnes's story begins to emerge. And as the days
to her execution draw closer, the question burns: did she
or didn't she? Based on a true story, Burial Rites is a
deeply moving novel about freedom and the ways we will
risk everything for love. In beautiful, cut-glass prose,
Hannah Kent portrays Iceland's formidable landscape,
and asks: how can one woman endure when her life
depends upon the stories told by others?

Picador Australia • PB • Historical Fiction

9781743516966

$19.99

Burial Rites*

A King's Ransom*

Hannah Kent

Sharon Penman

This dumpbin contains 24 copies of ISBN 9781743516966
Burial Rites.

Picador Australia • Historical Fiction

9789991311050

$479.76

Secret Lives

Pan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

The Key to It All

$29.99

The old timber town of Woody Creek has a way of getting
under people's skin... But as the clock ticks over to 1970,
Georgie's determined that the new decade will be the one
that sees her finally break free of it. For Cara, Woody
Creek will forever be tied to a devastating mistake that
cannot be undone. She's vowed never to set foot in the
place again. Meanwhile, Jenny's estranged son, Jim, has
inherited an estate in the United Kingdom and is trying to
make a new life for himself. If only he could shake off his
one terrible attachment to Australia. As Woody Creek
draws Joy Dettman's much-loved cast of characters back
into its grip, confessions, discoveries and truths seem
certain to explode in the most shocking of showdowns...

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781742613871

$19.99

Gang of Four*

Joanna Rees

Liz Byrski

When five seemingly random people simultaneously
receive 'the key', they don't know it, but their lives are
about to change forever. Shrouded in secrecy, the
mysterious silver key is delivered to each of them along
with a code and web address and a promise that - used
wisely - the key can unlock the door to luxury and privilege
beyond their wildest dreams. However, as each of them
start to use it and are suddenly propelled into a world
where moral choices start to become hazy, they all start to
question who is funding the key and why they have been
chosen. Only the bravest will use the key to seek the truth.

Pan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$29.99

Food, Sex and Money*
Liz Byrski

She had a husband, children and grandchildren who loved
her; a beautiful home, enough money. What sort of person
was able to feel so overwhelmed with gloom and
resentment on Christmas morning? They have been close
friends for almost two decades, supporting each other
through personal and professional crises - parents dying,
children leaving home, house moves, job changes,
political activism and really bad haircuts. Now the 'gang of
four', Isabel, Sally, Robin and Grace, are all fiftysomething, successful ... and restless.

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743516904

$18.99

Belly Dancing for Beginners*
Liz Byrski

It's almost forty years since the three ex-convent girls left
school and went their separate ways, but finally they meet
again. Bonnie, rocked by the death of her husband, is
back in Australia after decades in Europe, and is
discovering that financial security doesn't guarantee a
fulfilling life. Fran, long divorced, is a freelance food writer,
battling with her diet, her bank balance and her
relationship with her adult children. And Sylvia, marooned
in a passionless marriage, is facing a crisis that will crack
her world wide open. Together again, Bonnie, Fran and
Sylvia embark on a venture that will challenge everything
they thought they knew about themselves - and give them
more second chances than they could ever have
imagined.

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743516911

9780230760875
Joy Dettman

Disillusioned actress Eden Riley leaves a life of Hollywood
glamour, and a broken marriage, to return to her mother's
childhood home in rural Virginia. Eden is full of questions
about her mother, a famous children's author who died
when Eden was very young. On her search for answers,
Eden meets the handsome, yet mysterious, Ben
Alexander, an archaeologist and friend of her uncle. But
Ben has his own demons, and a secret that threatens to
destroy their newfound happiness. Eden must make a
heart-breaking decision, as she struggles to lay the ghosts
of the past to rest and come to terms with her own future.

9781447231790

Macmillan • TPB • Historical Fiction

Ripples on a Pond: A Woody Creek Novel 5*

Diane Chamberlain

9781447260004

Travelling home from the crusades, Richard was
shipwrecked off the coast of Austria, after an encounter
with pirates. Richard should have been under the Church's
protection, but in Outremer he had given the Duke of
Austria good reason to loathe him and he was captured.
He was immediately claimed by the Holy Roman Emperor,
who also bore a grudge against the captive English king.
Richard was to spend fifteen months imprisoned. For a
man of his fiery nature, it was truly shameful. His mother,
Eleanor of Aquitaine, began to move heaven and earth to
raise a staggering ransom, travelling to Germany herself
to buy the release of her favourite son. But it was not to be
that easy.

$18.99

Gayle and Sonya are complete opposites: one reserved
and cautious, the other confident and outspoken. But their
lives will converge when they impulsively join a belly
dancing class. Marissa, their teacher, is sixty, sexy, and
very much her own person, and as Gayle and Sonya learn
about the origins and meaning of the dance, much more
than their muscle tone begins to change.

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743516928

$18.99

The Black Eyed Blonde
Benjamin Black

Naomi Wood

It is the early 1950s. In Los Angeles, Private Detective
Philip Marlowe is as restless and lonely as ever, and
business is a little slow. Then a new client arrives: young,
beautiful, and expensively dressed, Clare Cavendish
wants Marlowe to find her former lover, a man named Nico
Peterson. Soon Marlowe will find himself not only under
the spell of the Black-Eyed Blonde; but tangling with one
of Bay City's richest families - and developing a singular
appreciation for how far they will go to protect their
fortune . . . In this gripping and deeply evocative crime
novel, Benjamin Black returns us to the dark, mesmerising
world of Raymond Chandler's The Long Goodbye and his
singular detective Philip Marlowe; one of the most iconic
detectives in crime fiction.

Mantle • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781447238041

$29.99

Shotgun Lovesongs

In the dazzling summer of 1926, Ernest Hemingway and
his wife Hadley travel from their home in Paris to a villa in
the south of France. They swim, play bridge, drink gin,
have parties - and everywhere they go they are
accompanied by the glamorous, irrepressible Fife. She is
Ernest's lover. Hadley is the first Mrs Hemingway, but
neither she nor Fife will be the last. Over the ensuing
decades, Ernest's literary career will blaze a trail but
threaten to overpower him, and his marriages will be
ignited by desire and deceit. Four extraordinary women
will learn what it means to love the most famous writer of
his generation. Each will see him as no other has before
and be forced to ask herself how far she would go to
remain his wife...

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447229742
Clare Donoghue

Henry, Lee, Kip and Ronny grew up together in rural
Wisconsin, but their lives have since taken different paths.
Henry stayed home and married his first love, whilst the
others left in search of something more. Ronnie became a
rodeo star, Kip made his fortune in the city, and musician
Lee found fame - but heartbreak, too. Now all four are
reunited for a wedding, but amid happiness and
celebration, old rivalries resurface and a wife's secret
threatens to tear both a marriage and a friendship apart . .
. This is a novel about the things that matter - love and
loyalty, the power of music and the beauty of nature - told
in a uniquely beautiful, warm-hearted and profound way.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$29.99

Three women have been found brutally murdered in south
London, the victims only feet away from help during each
sadistic attack. And the killer is getting braver . . . Sarah
Grainger is rapidly becoming too afraid to leave her house.
Once an outgoing photographer, she knows that someone
is watching her. A cryptic note brings everything into
terrifying focus, but it's the chilling phone calls that take
the case to another level. DI Mike Lockyer heads up the
regional murder squad. With three bodies on his watch,
and a killer growing in confidence, he frantically tries to
find the link between these seemingly isolated incidents.
What he discovers will not only test him professionally but
will throw his personal life into turmoil too.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447239284

Reckless

Banished

William Nicholson

Liz De Jager

1945. The Second World War has gone on too long.
Shops are closed 'for the duration'. Trains run a restricted
service 'for the duration'. Life has paused, for the duration.
A little girl, Pamela, is growing up fast. A young
Englishman, Rupert Blundell, vows there'll be no more
wars. Both are waiting for their lives to begin. Then comes
Hiroshima. Finally, devastatingly, the war is over. 1962.
Rupert is now strategic advisor to Lord Mountbatten, and
his close confidant. Pamela is eighteen and has moved to
London, eager for love and experience of every kind.
There'll be parties at Cliveden, Christine Keeler, Stephen
Ward, the Astors. Life is a whirlwind. But beneath the
glamour lies quiet, desperate terror, as the Cuban missile
crisis unfolds and the world spins ever closer to nuclear
war.

Quercus • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781782066439

$29.99

Boy, Snow, Bird

$19.99

Kit is proud to be a Blackhart, now she's finally
encountered her unorthodox cousins and their strange
lives. And her home-schooling now includes spells,
fighting enemy fae and using ancient weapons. But it's not
until she rescues a rather handsome fae prince, fighting
for his life on the edge of Blackhart Manor, that her
training really kicks in. With her family away on various
missions, Kit must protect Prince Thorn, rely on new
friends and use her own unfamiliar magic to stay ahead of
Thorn's enemies. As things go from bad to apocalyptic, fae
battle fae in a war that threatens to spill into the human
world. Then Kit pits herself against the Elder Gods
themselves - it's that or lose everyone she's learnt to love.

Tor UK • PB • Fantasy

9781447247654

$16.99

The Black Snow

Helen Oyeyemi

Paul Lynch

BOY Novak turns twenty and decides to try for a brandnew life. Flax Hill, Massachusetts, isn't exactly a
welcoming town, but it does have the virtue of being the
last stop on the bus route she took from New York. Flax
Hill is also the hometown of Arturo Whitman - craftsman,
widower, and father of Snow. SNOW is mild-mannered,
radiant and deeply cherished - exactly the sort of little girl
Boy never was, and Boy is utterly beguiled by her. If Snow
displays a certain inscrutability at times, that's simply a
characteristic she shares with her father, harmless until
Boy gives birth to Snow's sister, Bird. When BIRD is born
Boy is forced to re-evaluate the image Arturo's family have
presented to her, and Boy, Snow and Bird are broken
apart.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447254225

$29.99

Never Look Back

Nickolas Butler

9781447238195

Mrs Hemingway

$24.99

In the spring of 1945, farm-worker Matthew Peoples runs
into a burning byre and does not come out alive. The
farm's owner, Barnabas Kane, can only look on as his
friend dies and all forty-three of his cattle are destroyed in
the blaze. In the aftermath of this disaster, the bull-headed
and proudly self-sufficient Barnabas is forced to reach out
to the farming community for assistance. But resentment
simmers over Matthew Peoples' death, and Barnabas and
his family begin to believe their efforts at recovery are
being sabotaged. Barnabas is determined to hold firm. Yet
his son Billy struggles under the weight of a terrible secret,
and his wife Eskra is suffocated by the uncertainty
surrounding their future.

Quercus • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782062059

$29.99

Land Where I Flee

You're a Big Girl Now

Prajwal Parajuly

Neil Gordon

To commemorate Chitralekha Nepauney's Chaurasi - her
landmark 84th birthday - Chitralekha's grandchildren are
travelling to Gangtok to pay their respects. Agastaya is
flying in from New York. Although a successful oncologist
at only thirty-three, he is dreading his family's inquisition
into why he is not married, and terrified that the reason for
his bachelordom will be discovered. Joining him are
Manasa and Bhagwati, coming from London and Colorado
respectively. One the Oxford-educated achiever; the other
the disgraced eloper - one moneyed but miserable; the
other ostracized but optimistic. All three harbour the same
dual objective: to emerge from the celebrations with their
grandmother's blessing and their nerves intact - a goal that
will become increasingly impossible thanks to a
mischievous maid and a fourth, uninvited guest.

Quercus • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781780872988

$29.99

Isabel Montgomery had an unusual upbringing. It started
conventionally enough: she was the daughter of an
actress and a lawyer, living in small-town America. But this
was all shattered when, as a seven-year-old, she was
abandoned by her father in a New York hotel room and
everything she knew fell apart. Her father, it turned out,
wasn't the man he said he was, but was actually one of
America's most wanted fugitives, owing to his involvement
in a notorious bank robbery. You're A Big Girl Now picks
up the story some years later. Isabel is now a 27 year-old
tech-savvy, freelance investigative journalist, one of the
USA's best, despite some self-medication problems. She
decides to turn her skills on her own family in the hope of
finally understanding the truth about her grandfather, her
father and everything that's happened to her.

Picador • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447229810

The Caravaggio Conspiracy

Biblical

Alex Connor

Christopher Galt

1608. Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio, the greatest
Italian painter of his day, is expelled from the Order of the
Knights of Malta. Subject to a clandestine hearing, his
crime remains a closely guarded secret. 2014. Two bodies
are found in a London art gallery - stripped naked, necks
bound with wire and legs obscenely contorted. They are
twin brothers - successful art dealers - their brutal murder
linked to the mysterious disappearance of two paintings by
the master Caravaggio. Investigators are confounded, and
it falls to art expert Gil Eckhart to identify the killer before
he slays again. But as the search for clues takes him from
the glamorous skyline of New York to the fetid catacombs
of Palermo, Eckhart finds that in the highstakes world of
art, good and evil are often tarred with the same, bloodsoaked, brush.

Quercus • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781782065043

$19.99

The Strangler's Honeymoon
Hakan Nesser

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

$19.99

A Prisoner of Birth

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781780874814

$29.99

The Woman Who Wouldn't Die
Intrepid coroner Dr Siri is used to playing the lead in the
dramas of his life. But this time his wife is centre stage.
Madame Daeng is privy to a secret and it puts her in grave
danger. And that's not all. When Siri whisks his wife away
for a romantic weekend they walk straight into another
mystery, meeting a woman who's been shot twice but is
still clinging to life. Who would want to kill her and why? Dr
Siri will have his work cut out to unravel this case, while
keeping Madame Daeng away from those who want to
harm her. But he soon discovers there's much more to his
wife than meets the eye . . .

Quercus • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781780878348

$19.99

A Twist in the Tale

Jeffrey Archer

Jeffrey Archer

If Danny Cartwright had proposed to Beth Wilson the day
before, or the day after, he would not have been arrested
and charged with the murder of his best friend. And when
the four prosecution witnesses are a barrister, a popular
actor, an aristocrat and the youngest partner in an
established firm's history, who is going to believe his side
of the story. Danny is sentenced to twenty-two years and
is sent to Belmarsh prison, the highest security jail in the
land, from where no inmate has ever escaped. But
everyone has underestimated Danny's determination to
seek revenge and Beth's relentless quest to win justice . . .

Macmillan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447221852

Something is happening around the world. People are
having visions, seeing ghosts, witnessing events that
could not have taken place. At first, the incidents are
scattered and infrequent, the visions unremarkable: things
looking out of place, people catching sight of something
out of the corner of their eye; others glimpsing old friends
or relatives whom they know to be dead. But as time goes
on, the visions become more sustained, more vivid. More
frightening. Psychiatrist Dr John Macbeth has his own
demons to fight, but - as the mass delusions become
visions of apocalyptic scale - he finds himself in a
desperate race to find what is causing the phenomenon.
When his own brother, a leading physicist, is murdered in
a bomb blast, Macbeth's quest for the truth becomes much
more personal.

Colin Cotterill

Desperately lonely, sixteen-year-old Monica Kammerle
has little idea of what she is getting herself into when she
begins an affair with her mother's latest partner; the
sophisticated Benjamin Kerran . . . Months later, when a
woman's strangled body is found, the Maardam police
must discover who has committed this terrible crime. It
isn't long before they realize the perpetrator may have
killed before - and is likely to do so again. Meanwhile
former Chief Inspector Van Veeteren finds himself drawn
into the mystery when a priest, who has learned dreadful
secrets, appeals to him for help. But when the priest falls
beneath the wheels of a train and the police find more
dead-ends than leads, it seems Van Veeteren will have to
come up with a new approach to unearth this dark serial
killer. Before he chooses his next victim . . .

9781447217336

$29.99

$17.99

The expected never happens . . . A man calls
unexpectedly on his mistress and sees another man
leaving her flat. Accusing her of being unfaithful, he
quarrels with her, strikes her. She dies. Leaving unseen,
he tips off the police so that the other man is arrested and
charged . . . Has he achieved 'The Perfect Murder'? A
tanstalising opening to A Twist in the Tale. Consider also:
a wine-tasting with a bizarre difference, a game of sex with
a sexy stranger, a violent row in a golf clubhouse bar, a
rivalry founded on eating cornflakes . . . just some of the
openings in this cunningly constructed, fast-moving,
entertaining set of stories from the bestselling author.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447221876

$17.99

Twelve Red Herrings
Jeffrey Archer

Juan Marse

An imprisoned man is certain that his supposed murder
victim is very much alive . . . A female driver is pursued
relentlessly by a menacing figure in another vehicle . . . A
young artist gets the biggest break of her career . . . A
restless beauty manages the perfect birthday celebration .
. . An escaped Iraqi on Saddam Hussein's death list pays
an involuntary visit to his homeland . . . How will they
react? How would you? Twelve Red Herrings is the third
collection of irresistible short stories from a master
storyteller. Cleverly styled, with richly drawn characters
and ingeniously plotted story lines, each of the twelve
tales ends with a delightfully unexpected turn of events.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447221883

$17.99

Daughter of the Blood
Anne Bishop

Jo Fletcher Books • PB • Fantasy

$14.99

News From Berlin

9780857052575

$29.99

The Deliverance of Evil
On 11 July 1982, Elisa Sordi was beautiful. Commissario
Michele Balistreri was fearless. Italy was victorious. A killer
was waiting . . . On 9 July 2006, with Sordi's case twentyfour years cold, and Balistreri haunted by guilt and regret,
Italian victory returned. And so did Sordi's killer . . . But
this time Michele Balistreri would be ready. This time he
would fear no evil.

Quercus • PB • Crime & Mystery

9780857389329

$19.99

Prajwal Parajuly

June 1941. Dutch diplomat Oscar Verschuur has been
posted to neutral Switzerland. His family is spread across
Europe. His wife Kate works as a nurse in London and
their daughter Emma is living in Berlin with her husband
Carl, a "good" German who works at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Briefly reunited with her father in a
restaurant in Geneva, Emma drops a bombshell. A date
and a codename, and the fate of nations is placed in
Verschuur's hands: June 22, Barbarossa. What should he
do? Warn the world, or put his daughter's safety first? The
Gestapo are watching them both. And with Stalin lulled by
his alliance with Hitler, will anyone even listen? Otto de
Kat is gaining a reputation as one of Europe's subtlest and
most economical writers. News from Berlin, his most
commercial work yet, is a true page-turner driven by the
pulse of a ticking clock, and is certain to be his
breakthrough novel.

Maclehose Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$29.99

Crimson Psyche

A Hindu religious festival in Darjeeling brings with it a
sacrifice; a Nepali-Bhutanese refugee pins her hopes on
the West; a Kalimpong shopkeeper faces an impossible
dilemma; a Gurkha's daughter tries to comprehend her
father's complaints. These are just some of the stories
describing and dramatizing the experiences of both the
Nepalese people and the Nepalese diaspora - the people
whose culture and language is Nepalese but who are
dispersed to India, Bhutan and beyond. From every
perspective and on every page, Prajwal Parajuly blends
rich colour and vernacular to paint an eye-opening picture
of a unique world and its people.

Quercus • PB • Short Stories

9781780872964

$19.99

The Outcast Dead

Lynda Hilburn

Elly Griffiths

Psychologist Kismet Knight's life changed for ever when
she discovered a preternatural underworld and became
involved with gorgeous, centuries-old Devereux, the
powerful leader of a vampire coven. But it's brought her
plenty of new, undead clients and a certain amount of
notoriety. When she agrees to what she believes is just
another radio interview, she finds she's completely
mistaken. And while Maxie Westhaven, a tabloid
newspaper reporter in search of a juicy story, is
befriending Kismet, leading her into a bizarre world of roleplayers and lost souls, Luna, Devereux's hostile femme
fatale PA recognises the perfect opportunity to throw a
wrench into her boss's blossoming relationship with the
human shrink. Kismet's life is about to get complicated . . .
again.

Jo Fletcher Books • PB • Fantasy romance

9780857387257

Maclehose Press • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

The Gurkha's Daughter

Otto De Kat

9780857052681

Gracia: a working-class district of Barcelona in the shadow
of civil war. Life is hard, the city is grey, the oppressive
Fascist regime oversees all. With his stepfather
imprisoned for opposing Franco's regime, teenager Ringo
finds himself torn from his childhood pursuits and thrown
into the world of work. He must find his own form of
resistance, escaping his drudging reality through the
power of the imagination. Inspired by stolen glimpses of
Hollywood glamour, Ringo finds himself daring to dream of
falling in love with his young neighbour Violeta, escaping
Spain for the allure of the West. But as he finds himself
inveigled into an adult passion far beyond his
comprehension, his fragile dreamscape struggles to
survive.

Roberto Costantini

The Darkness has had a Prince for a long, long time. Now
the Queen is coming. For years the realm of Terreille has
been falling into corruption, as the powerful Queens who
rule it have turned to cruelty. But there is hope - a
prophetic vision has revealed the coming of a Queen more
powerful than any other. And once the foundations of her
power - father, brother, lover - are in place, she will
emerge from the darkness, bringing freedom. For she is
the living myth, dreams made flesh; not just any witch, but
Witch.

9781848663558

The Calligraphy of Dreams

$19.99

Forensic archaeologist Ruth Galloway has excavated a
body from the grounds of Norwich Castle, a forbidding
edifice that was once a prison. She believes the body may
be that of infamous Victorian murderess Jemima Green.
Called Mother Hook for her claw-like hand, Jemima was
hanged in 1867 for the murder of five children in her care.
DCI Harry Nelson has no time for long-dead killers.
Immersed in the case of three infants found dead, one
after the other, in their King's Lynn home, he's convinced
that a family member is responsible, though others on his
team think differently. Then a child goes missing. Could
the abduction be linked to the long-dead Mother Hook?
Ruth is pulled into the case, and back towards Nelson.

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9780857388919

$29.99

Into a Raging Blaze

Talking to Ghosts

Andreas Norman

Herve Le Corre

Carina Dymek is on a fast track for promotion at the
Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when she is
approached by a stranger and given a USB stick
containing a report to circulate in her department.
Unwittingly, she delivers a time-bomb of classified
information that destroys her career and puts her on the
radar of the security service, SÄPO. Tasked with
discovering how Dymek gained access to the confidential
report, the formidable Bente Jensen of SÄPO begins
investigating her background and finds that Dymek's
boyfriend Jamal is an Egyptian Swedish national. But
British MI6 have a vested interest in the leak, and they're
quick to muscle in. When they uncover evidence that links
Jamal's family to an extreme faction within the Muslim
Brotherhood, SÄPO is forced to bow to their command to
track him down.

Quercus • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781782066040

$29.99

Police Inspector Vilar is a broken man. His son was
snatched away at the school gate and his marriage
collapsed soon after. Now he keeps watch outside the
school every morning, his 9mm pistol resting on the
passenger seat. A case comes his way - Victor, a troubled
teenager, returns home from school to find his mother's
lifeless body, savagely beaten, almost unrecognisable. As
Victor is sent first to a care home, then to a foster family,
Vilar hits a familiar brick wall: nothing stolen, no
fingerprints, no D.N.A . . . Finally the case begins to
develop, but in an altogether more sinister direction. A
stalker is watching Victor from the shadows, while Vilar
receives increasingly threatening phone calls about his
son.

Maclehose Press • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9780857052070

Poor Souls

The Works

Joseph Connolly

Joseph Connolly

On their way to a tedious dinner party with a couple they
loathe, Barry and Susan find themselves in a stranglehold
amidst a smashed bottle of whisky. As Barry's gambling
debts propel him to desperate measures and Susan's
boredom finds relief in Barry's best friend, the poor souls
tumble from miserable mundanity into social apocalypse.
In an acid portrayal of boozing, fornicating, moneygrubbing and extreme marital angst, Connolly shows
himself to be a master of the genre with wickedly comic
panache.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782066996

$19.99

S.O.S.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782067009

$19.99

Hester Browne

The luxury cruise ship Transylvania takes six days to
cross the Atlantic - just enough time for the passengers to
find their sea-legs and lose their heads. Whether it's
husbands pining for their mistresses back on shore,
stewards with a raging cabin fever or mothers sweating to
outshine their daughters, they transform the Transylvania
into a floating purgatory of Pacific proportions. S.O.S. is
Joseph Connolly's brilliant boat-bound comedy, a novel of
holiday-makers and holiday-haters running aground on
each other's lives and loves. 'Getting away from it all' is
hopeless - and hilarious - when you've brought it all on
board with you.

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

The Fall and Rise of Lucy Charlton
Elizabeth Gill

When Evie Nicholson is asked to visit Kettlesheer Castle
in Scotland to archive the family heirlooms, she jumps at
the chance. Evie's passion for antiques means that, for
her, the castle is a treasure trove of mysteries just waiting
to be uncovered. But in each heirloom lies a story, and in
the course of her investigations Evie stumbles upon some
long-buried family secrets. Add handsome, gloomy heir
Robert McAndrew and a traditional candlelit gala to the
mix, and Evie's heart is sent reeling with an enthusiasm
that may just extend beyond the Kettlesheer silver . . .

Quercus • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781782065654

$19.99

Sword of Feimhin
Frank P. Ryan

1920, Durham. Since she was a child, Lucy Charlton has
dreamed of working with her father in the family solicitor's
firm. But a scandal shatters her dreams and, when her
father disowns her, she finds herself on the streets,
fighting for survival. Joe Hardy has returned to London
after the Great War to find his life in tatters - his father is
dead and his pregnant fiancée has disappeared. Then Joe
learns he's unexpectedly inherited an old river house in
Durham from a stranger called Margaret Lee. With nothing
left for him in London, he makes arrangements to travel
north and claim it. Lucy's determination has finally secured
her a job as a legal secretary, campaigning for the rights
of the poorest in society.

Quercus • PB • Historical Fiction

9781780878492

My father is dead. I simply can't tell you how happy this
makes me. Lucas Cage loses his father and gains a
disused printing works in east London, the only part of his
father's legacy he has ever cared for. Casting aside the
shackles of his life, Lucas transforms the building,
swimming against the tide of gentrification to create a
refuge for the misfits and malcontents he meets: marital
asylum seekers, a couple obsessed with resurrecting Blitzera Britain, three washed-up cockney criminals - and the
charismatic Jamie Dear: a man who shares a past as
troubled as Lucas's own, and a gift for bringing people
together. The nuclear family has exploded. Welcome to
the factory for lost souls.

The Vintage Girl

Joseph Connolly

9781782067016

$29.99

$19.99

The Tyrant's control of the Fail has increased so much that
now he threatens Earth as well as Tír. In a violently
dystopic London, where Mark and Nantosueta are
searching for Padraig and the Sword of Feimhin, Penny
Postlethwaite, a gifted teenager, is mapping two Londons,
the tormented 'City Above' and an eerie 'City Below'. On
Tír, Alan's Shee army is intent on attacking Ghork Mega,
the Tyrant's capital city, but obstacles obstruct his path at
every turn. And in Dromenon Kate finds herself entering
the Land of the Dead in her hunt for the serpent-dragon
Nidhoggr. Day by day and hour by hour, the looming
threat grows.

Quercus • PB • Fantasy

9781780877440

$19.99

Sacrifice of Isaac

The Gun Runner's Daughter

Neil Gordon

Neil Gordon

For twenty-six-year-old Luke Benami, life has always been
a study in absolutes: black and white, good and evil, truth
and lies. A father hailed as a national hero, a criminal
brother on the run. With the sudden death of his father,
everything Luke has ever known or believed is
undermined, and so he sets out to find his estranged
brother, who has undertaken his own quest into the heart
of their family's darkest secret . . . Spellbinding and
provocative, Sacrifice of Isaac is a thrilling story of
obsession, danger and the ultimate betrayal.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447227885

$19.99

The Company You Keep
Neil Gordon

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$19.99

House of Small Shadows
Adam Nevill

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

$19.99

Benediction
Kent Haruf
Following the astonishing Plainsong and Eventide, this is
Haruf's third novel set in the imaginary landscape of Holt,
Colorado. One long last summer for Dad Lewis in his
beloved town, Holt, Colorado. As old friends pass in and
out to voice their farewells and good wishes, Dad's wife
and daughter work to make his final days as comfortable
as possible, knowing all is tainted by the heart-break of an
absent son. Next door, a little girl with a troubled past
moves in with her grandmother, and down town another
new arrival, the Reverend Rob Lyle, attempts to mend
strained relationships of his own. Utterly beautiful, and
devastating yet affirming, Benediction explores the pain,
the compassion and the humanity of ordinary people.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447227533

9781447227854

$19.99

Banquet for the Damned
Few believed Professor Coldwell could commune with
spirits. But in Scotland's oldest university town something
has passed from darkness into light. Now, the young are
being haunted by night terrors and those who are visited
disappear. This is certainly not a place for outsiders,
especially at night. So what chance do a rootless musician
and burned out explorer have of surviving their
entanglement with an ageless supernatural evil and the
ruthless cult that worships it? This chilling occult thriller is
both an homage to the great age of British ghost stories
and a pacy modern tale of diabolism and witchcraft.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447240921

$19.99

Saxon: The Emperor's Elephant
Tim Severin

The Red House: home to the damaged genius of the late
M. H. Mason, master taxidermist and puppeteer, where he
lived and created some of his most disturbing works. The
building and its treasure trove of antiques is long forgotten,
but the time has come for his creations to rise from the
darkness. Catherine Howard can't believe her luck when
she's invited to value the contents of the house. When she
first sees the elaborate displays of posed, costumed and
preserved animals and macabre puppets, she's both
thrilled and terrified. It's an opportunity to die for. But the
Red House has secrets, secrets as dreadful and dark as
those from Catherine's own past. At night the building
comes alive with noises and movements: footsteps, and
the fleeting glimpses of small shadows on the stairs. And
soon the barriers between reality, sanity and nightmare
begin to collapse . . .

9780330544245

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

Adam Nevill

When journalist Benjamin Schulberg discovers a link
between lawyer Jim Grant and a notorious Vietnam-era
fugitive, the world that Jim has carefully built for himself
and his daughter collapses. Still wanted for murder in a
bank robbery gone wrong in 1974, Jim is back on the run
after decades living under a false identity, and he must
travel deep into his past to clear his name and save his
daughter. Set against the backdrop of the Vietnam war,
The Company You Keep is an intelligent thriller about
political ideals, family loyalties, and the shadowy world of
the radical anti-war group the Weather Underground.

9781447227830

Law student Allison Rosenthal has lived a life of privilege:
her childhood spent in the finest schools, her summers
spent in Martha's Vineyard, her future both brilliant and
certain. But when her father is arrested for illegal arms
dealing Allison's life is thrown into chaos. As the trial rocks
the presidential administration and the media's unblinking
eye focuses on her family, Allison is forced to decide
where her loyalties lie. Audacious and thrilling, The Gun
Runner's Daughter cleverly explores the consequences
of personal and political entanglement.

$19.99

Sigwulf, a Saxon prince exiled to the court of Carolus,
King of the Franks, is summoned by the royal advisor
Alcuin of York. Carolus has received magnificent gifts from
the Caliph of Baghdad and is determined to send back
presents that will be equally sensational. White is the royal
colour of Baghdad so the most important gifts will be rare
white animals from the Northlands. Sigwulf, having proved
himself as a royal agent to Moorish Spain, has been
selected to obtain the creatures, then take them to
Baghdad. He must find white gyrfalcons and two white
polar bears and - as Carolus has seen its picture in a book
of beasts - a unicorn. He and his companions travel far
into the north. Though they obtain some of the animals,
they quickly realize that not all are even real.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447212157

$19.99

